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Abstract. The continuous influx of various text data on the Web re-
quires search engines to improve their retrieval abilities for more specific
information. The need for relevant results to a user’s topic of interest
has gone beyond search for domain or type specific documents to more
focused result (e.g. document fragments or answers to a query). The in-
troduction of XML provides a format standard for data representation,
storage, and exchange. It helps focused search to be carried out at dif-
ferent granularities of a structured document with XML markups. This
report aims at reviewing the state-of-the-arts in focused search, partic-
ularly techniques for topic-specific document retrieval, passage retrieval,
XML retrieval, and entity ranking. It is concluded with highlight of open
problems.
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1 Introduction
The exponential growth of the internet has accelerated the difficulties to ac-
cess the available online information for Web users. Due to the nature of large
heterogeneity and noise of Web data, search engines have to be improved for
retrieving highly relevant and more focused results (e.g. document fragments or
answers to a query). In most current scenarios, the retrieved results are still a
ranked list of Web pages that are considered to be relevant to the user’s topic
of interest. To improve the relevance of the results, efforts have been made for
a particular type of queries recently. For instance, the specialized search (e.g.
Google Scholar1, hierarchical Web directories (e.g. DMOZ2, Wikipedia3, Yahoo!
Directory4), currently emerging semantic Web applications5, and many other
software agents and collaborative filtering systems. All these approaches try to
focus on one information aspect of the entire document content. To make use of
1 http://scholar.google.com
2 http://www.dmoz.org
3 http://wikipedia.org
4 http://search.yahoo.com/dir
5 http://swse.deri.org
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these limited facilities for focused result, a user is first able to find them. In case
of long documents (e.g. book, product catalog) or documents covering a wide
variety of topics (e.g. Web blog), a user has to zoom in on the relevant parts
inside the retrieved document. Besides answers that can be found in a relevant
document, users may search for an answer that has to be derived from several
relevant documents.
The recent research on focused search aims at reducing such cognitive load
on the user by locating relevant from irrelevant content within a document [53].
Based on the different search goal, the general ad-hoc retrieval task can be refined
to be more focused retrieval such as passage retrieval, XML element retrieval,
entity ranking, and question answering. All in common are to search for a finer
piece of information from documents as the answer to the user’s information
need.
While progress is made for effective access to Web information, the organi-
zation of information publication experiences a major change. The most evident
is the introduction of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) by W3C6 as the
text format standard for data representation, storage, and exchange. Different
from the predominant Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML), XML provides
meaning about the stored content in addition to the structure of a document.
More precisely, in the context of text documents, XML is used to specify the
logical, or tree, structure of documents, in which separate document parts (e.g.
chapter, section, abstract) and their logical structure (e.g. a chapter made of sec-
tions, a section and its title, an article and its abstract) are explicitly marked-up
[27].
The document structure may help focused search to find the most relevant
parts of a document more directly than the case where documents are flat and
have no logical structure. The continuous growth in XML information reposito-
ries has been matched by increasing efforts in the development of XML retrieval
systems, in large part aiming at supporting content-oriented XML retrieval [28].
The interest in XML search and retrieval became apparent first in ACM SIGIR7
workshop on XML and information retrieval in 2000 and was further boosted by
the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX) in 2002 [16]. INEX
established a framework for cross comparison among content-oriented XML re-
trieval approaches given same test collections and evaluation measures.
With the goal of removing the onus on the end-user who is searching for
fine granularity of information, focused retrieval should not be considered as
the replacement of document retrieval. In fact, users like to interact with docu-
ments. Interview results showed that users expect the retrieved components to
be accompanied by the documents that contain them. They would feel rather
uncertain if elements with no context information were retrieved [6]. In the view
of research, document retrieval remains valuable as focused retrieval that com-
bines two different aspects: 1) the retrieval of the relevant documents similar to
traditional document retrieval, and 2) the retrieval of the relevant text within
6 http://www.w3.org/XML/
7 http://www.sigir.org/
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these documents [24]. Focused retrieval techniques are appreciated, but need to
be accompanied by other views of the entire document to give evidence of the
appropriateness of the found information [42].
In this report we will survey the state-of-the-art focused search techniques
for the main concerned retrieval tasks, particularly the ranking strategies. We
start at the document retrieval designed for specific topic of the user’s interest in
section 2. In section 3, 4, and 5 we review techniques for focused retrieval namely
passage retrieval, XML retrieval, and entity ranking. The report highlights open
questions in section 6 and is concluded in section 7.
2 Topic-Specific Document Retrieval
In traditional document retrieval, an entire document is examined for its rele-
vance to a given query based on a ranking model. A document is assumed as
the bag-of-words [7] and its structure, if any, is ignored. The recent technique for
effective document retrieval is to exploit topic coherence from a group of docu-
ments within the same topical category. Therefore, the retrieved documents are
focused on the topic of interest (e.g. arts, business, health, entertainment) or the
type of document (e.g. Web blogs, personal Web pages, FAQs, cultural heritage
pages).
Roughly, there are two approaches for topic-specific document retrieval. One
adopts the premise that similar documents will match the same information
needs [41]. In this approach [31], [2] documents are classified into clusters and
then ranked by cluster-based models. Relevant documents are retrieved from
the cluster with highest rank. Another relatively new approach tries to solve
the problem of query ambiguity by augmenting topical context information to a
query. The topical context is represented by a topical model, particularly, a lan-
guage model that can be computed from documents relevant to the given query
[29], [30] or documents in a topical category [3], [57]. Both approaches compute
the relevance likelihood of a document to a query from the term statistics (e.g.
within document term frequency tf and inverse document frequency idf ) that
can be extracted from the document index. The structure of a document has
not been fully used in this task. For the ad-hoc search, the query is also given as
keywords since the relevance of the whole document content is the main concern
but not that of the document structure.
The topic-specific document retrieval has shown its good performance on
average in literature. However, it does not work effectively for relevant documents
that have highly relevant but smaller portion of information when compared
to the document length. In one case, this kind of documents may be missed
because of irrelevance. In another case, a user has to search for the precise piece
of information (entry point) in the retrieved document herself. However, in a un-
structured document, it is hard to navigate a user directly to the most relevant
parts of the document.
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3 Passage Retrieval
The early attempt to focused retrieval is to locate relevant paragraphs in doc-
uments automatically. “When the stored document texts are long, the retrieval
of complete documents may not be in the user’s best interest. In such circum-
stances, efficient and effective retrieval results may be obtained by using passage
retrieval strategies designed to retrieve text excerpts of varying size in response
to statements of user interest” [43]. In addition to the advantage of fast infor-
mation access for the end users, passage-level evidence can be used alone or in
combination with the document level evidence to improve effectiveness on many
information retrieval tasks (e.g. document retrieval [11], [56], XML retrieval [19],
and question answering [13], [49]). In literature, documents can be decomposed
into fixed-length passages, variable-length passages, discourse structures (e.g.
sentences, paragraphs, and sections), or topic segments. The performance of
passage retrieval strongly affected by the size of the passage, passage bound-
aries, and the degree of overlap between passages. Using fixed window passages
instead of full documents is a more effective approach for relevance feedback.
Passages based on paragraph boundaries are less effective than passages based
upon overlapping text windows of varying size. It is held for both document
retrieval base on a single best passage, and document retrieval based upon com-
bining document-level and passage-level evidence [11].
Basically, methods used in passage retrieval can be categorized into density-
based and relation-based framework respectively. The relation-based passage
retrieval outperforms the density-based counterparts [13]. The density-based
framework relies only on lexical level matching to rank passages. It considers
each query term an independent token. However, this simplification does not
hold in many cases because dependency relations exist between words. In this
approach, statistic information instead of semantic information is used. The term
frequency in query, a set of documents, or passages is used to capture the im-
portance of terms. The term co-occurrence statistic is used to add additional
connection to the original query terms. But it may bring noisy terms and miss
relevant terms that are semantically related to query terms. In general, density-
based measures of query terms are important in passage ranking [50].
In the relation-based framework, additional knowledge or linguistic cue is
used. The dependency relation paths are first extracted from the query terms
and candidate sentence answers and rank the candidates according to similar-
ity between their relation paths with that of the query’s. The technique works
better for long queries (more than three terms [13]) as they contain more contex-
tual terms. For short queries, relevant contextual terms and additional relations
can be extracted, for instance, from Web snippets [49]. In this approach, the
dependency relation between query terms can be matched either strictly or at
varying degree. The degree of match of pertinent relations in candidate sentences
with their corresponding relations in the query can be measured by statistical
methods (e.g. mutual information and expectation maximization [13]). When a
document is treated as a sequence of words, the word sequence can be model
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by a stochastic process for extracting a coherent relevant passage with variable
length [21].
A passage retrieval system typically does not take into account the structure
of a document. Compared to document retrieval, the index of a passage retrieval
system also needs to maintain word positions inside documents, which typically
doubles the size of the term posting lists [42].
4 XML Retrieval
XML (element) retrieval is the task to identify the elements in a document that
are relevant to the user’s information request. Usually, elements are of a lower
granularity than passages and all elements can be described as passages. However
only some passages can be described as elements [23]. In this case, techniques
for passage retrieval can generate a comparable element retrieval ranking (e.g.
fixed window passage retrieval [19]). In a similar study, a direct estimation of
the relevance of elements is found superior than that based on passage-evidence
[20]. The XML markups are the key features that facilitate focused search as
they indicate the logical structure and the meaning of the document content. A
example XML document looks like the above subfigure in Figure 1. Its logical
structure can be represented as a hierarchical tree in the subfigure below where
leaves are the text content of elements or attribute values and the root and
branch nodes are element markups. An XML element is identified by its text
content and its structure which is the path from the root element to itself.
4.1 XML Document Indexing
As the tradiational document retrieval, the text content of XML documents in a
collection has to be indexed before a retrieval algorithm is applied. The classical
indexing strategy uses terms statistics (e.g. within document term frequency tf
and inverse document frequency idf ). For XML documents, the term statistics
have to be at lower level (the element level) for allowing the retrieval of elements
at any level of granularity. The simplest approach is to use within-element term
frequency etf and inverse element frequency ief. The approach has problem
of over-computing ief for elements in such a nested structure. In the example
Figure 1, the paragraph containing “Gates was born” will be counted once for
the paragraph itself and more for its ancestors section, body, and article for
estimating ief. In literature, the ief value can be calculated across elements
of the same type [51] or across documents [12] or is derived from through the
aggregation of term statistics of the element’s own text and those of each of
its children elements [37]. The elements of XML documents can be indexed
selectively for 1) leaf elements only whose term statistics are then propagated to
those candidate branch elements as their ranking score [15]; 2) elements which
contain a text longer than a number of terms; 3) different types of elements in
XML documents that appear often in previous relevant data [12].
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Fig. 1. A sample XML document in the INEX 2007 document collection (above) and
its tree representation (below)
4.2 XML Document Querying
Similar to the document retrieval, XML retrieval is expected to return relevant
elements to a given query. The XML query is no longer the keyword type query
for ad-hoc retrieval but a language that is able to express various levels of content
and structural constraints. The well-known query language is called NEXI that is
a path-based language used by the INEX evaluation initiative [54]. An overview
on other XML query languages can be found in [27].
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4.3 Retrieval with Content Constraints
Once an appropriate index is built for a XML collection, the corresponding re-
trieval strategy can be applied. The main approaches are the variant ranking
models for traditional document retrieval, such as vector space model, BM25,
and language models. The most straight forward ranking method is to treat all
indexed elements as candidate answers and rank them with or without struc-
tural constraints by their relevance to a given query. The relevance score can
be estimated from indexed term statistics at the element level or the document
level. Since elements in XML documents are not equally important, their prior
probability of relevance provides important evidence for relevance estimate. In
literature, various XML features are used to estimate prior probability such as
the length of an element [25], the path length of an element [18], the type of an
element (its tag), the location of an element in the original document [18], the
number of topic shifts in an element [1]. For selective indices that are built for
chosen elements, the ranking score of elements has to be derived. According to
[27], there are at least three combination strategies to provide a rank list of all
potentially retrievable elements. Some good examples are presented as follows:
Score Propagation. This strategy (e.g. [15], [37], [39]) is used to rank ele-
ments based on a leaf-node index and finer granularity of statistics (e.g. query
term frequency in the leaf element times inverted collection frequency). First the
relevance judgment score is computed for all leaf-elements that contain at least
one query term. The scores are then propagated upward to their ancestors. The
resulting relevance score of a branch element is a weighted sum of ranking scores
of its children. The propagation weight can be defined as: 1) equal weight to each
element so that the sum of score is the average score of all children elements; 2)
weight that is equal to the length of the element divided by the length of its par-
ent element; 3) weight that reflects the importance of specific element types or
the degree of the dependence between the element and its parent, for instance,
the number of relevant children that a branch has. For branch elements hav-
ing only one relevant child element, the child element should be ranked higher.
Otherwise, this branch element ranks higher.
Score Aggregation. This strategy is to rank elements based on the aggregated
representation of its own content and other content (e.g. the text of children
elements, parent elements, and the document [37] or the “attractive” parts of
a XML document [18]). Each representation contributes differently to the final
aggregated ranking score. The simplest aggregation is linear interpolation of all
contributions (e.g. [37]). A mixture language model is a natural choice for this.
However, the effectiveness of the aggregation depends heavily on the appropriate
settings of the weighting factor of each component, whose values are usually
estimated through learning methods [27]. The content of “attractive” parts are
derived from a user study on which parts of document or an XML element are
more likely to attract a reader’s attention. To boost the retrieval effectiveness
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of this strategy, non-content priors can be integrated with this ranking model
such as the location of the element in the original document and the length of
the element path [18]. It is worthy to mention that the score combination in the
aggregation strategy for branch elements is different from that in the propagation
strategy as the former is to used for direct element ranking and the later is for
representation [27].
Score Merging. This strategy is adopted for the indexing strategy for different
type of elements in 4.1. With selective indexing strategy, a separate index is cre-
ated for each selected type of elements (e.g. article, abstract, section, paragraph,
etc). To a given query, a ranking model has to run against each index seper-
ately and retrieve separate ranked lists of elements (e.g. article elements, section
elements, paragraph elements, etc). These lists are merged to provide a single
rank across all element types. To merge the lists, normalization is performed to
take into account the variation in size of the element in the different indices (e.g.
paragraph index vs article index) so that scores across indices are comparable
[34].
4.4 Retrieval with Content and Structural Constraints
In the section 4.3, we have summarized the state-of-the-art ranking strategies
that only consider the content relevance of retrieved XML elements to a given
keyword query. If the given query contains structure constraints such as a loca-
tion path chapter/section, the retrieved elements must comply with both the
content and structure conditions. The query having both constraints is called
content-and-structure (CAS) query in INEX which is expressed by the NEXI
query language. In literature the structural constraints in CAS queries can be
fulfilled after the content constraint is satisfied or with the content constraint
when the relevant XML fragments are retrieved. The specified structural con-
straints do not have to be strict in order to preserve content relevant elements
or to validate path more efficiently. The examples of vague interpretation of the
structural constraints are:
• allow equivalent tags (e.g. paragraph <p> and the first paragraph <p1> of its
siblings in a document tree are in the same synonym group) [35];
• rank query path by similarity between the query tree and the document tree
(e.g. element with the shorter document path is ranked higher and the ele-
ment violating the query tree is ranked lower) [44];
• retrieve structurally similar elements that have the structural characteristics
of the relevant elements for a give query [36];
• generate the overall ranking score of a document or sub-tree for a CAS query
by combining its content and structural scores. The structural scoring model
essentially counts the number of navigational (i.e., tag-only) conditions that
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are completely satisfied by a result candidate and assigns a small and con-
stant score mass for every such condition that is matched [8].
• apply the path factor extension to a (ranked) list of elements and push those
elements to the top of the list that (partially) matches the path elements
specified in a query [60].
• use the request penalty factor to re-rank the final set of results of a query so
that the relevance scores of the elements contain excessive elements in their
path will be decreased [60].
While the evaluation of ad-hoc information retrieval system based on content
constraints is well established (e.g. TREC8 and INEX), the evaluation on stuc-
tural satisfaction is still questionable. In other words, there was no assessment
of whether, for instance, a section element was a better element type to return
than another element type (if both were relevant according to their contents)
[27]. On the other hand, structural hints in queries do not improve retrieval
accuracy because users are particularly bad at giving structural hints [52].
4.5 Retrieval for Overlap-free Result
In the XML retrieval setting, it is difficult to locate the most exhaustive and
specific elements in the document tree and return only these as the answer to a
user. Because of the nested structure of XML documents, when an element has
been estimated relevant to a given query, it is likely that its ancestor will also
be estimated as relevant [27]. Consequently, the text fragments of that element
will be returned once from its own element and once from its ancestors’. Such
overlapping result is redundant and should be removed.
The most intuitive solution for removing overlapped XML elements is to iden-
tify the elements with highest rank in the result list and remove any ancestor
and descendent elements from lower ranks. This post-filtering process is applied
recursively. However, these solutions do not necessarily select most relevant over-
lap free results if it depends on the initial ranking result which is the combined
result of independent ranking algorithms (e.g. [35]). The better approach is to
make use of the tree structure of the XML documents for selecting the most
relevant element from a list of overlapping results. Some effective examples are
summarized as follows:
• use both relevance estimate and relative usefulness compared to other ele-
ments in the same path to obtain the over-lap free element. The usefulness
of each element (node) is estimated by a utility function that are the prod-
uct of the estimated relevance score, its length, and the amount irrelevant
information contained in its children elements. An element with a utility
value higher than the sum of the utility value of its children is selected over
its children. Otherwise, the children elements whose utility values exceed a
8 http://trec.nist.gov/
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threshold are selected as the final answer [36].
• apply two-stage filtering on the XML document tree from bottom up [33]. At
the first stage, clusters of highly ranked results in the tree are identified and
the most relevant element are retained for each cluster based on its relevance
score and the distribution of retrieved elements in the tree. The algorithm
deals with three main cases: 1) select the node over its parent when it is sub-
stantially more relevant than its parent; 2) select the node over its parent
when it is not substantially relevant than its parent but has many relevant
descendant nodes; 3) select the node over its descendants when it has many
relevant descendants evenly distributed in its sub-tree. At the second stage,
a brute-force filtering is carried out from bottom up over the result tree.
A node having higher relevant score than all descendants will be retained.
Otherwise, it is removed from the result set.
• remove overlapping elements by two-step post filtering based on refined rel-
evance score. At the first step, a new relevance score is computed for each
retrieved element in a bottom-up manner from the leaves to the highest
overlapping free nodes. The score value is either the max or the arithmetic
average of the relevance score of its own and all descendants. At the second
step, either the highest ancestors or the most relevant overlapping free nodes
are selected from the newly formed answer list [39].
5 Entity Ranking
Entity ranking aims at locating the finest information granularity (e.g. named
entities) from text descriptions (e.g. Web pages) as an answer to fact-based and
short-answer questions. This task is relatively newer to other focused search
tasks. It appeared in the TREC enterprise track as the expert search task in
2005 and in INEX as the entity ranking task in 2007. The expected entities are
described by short labels or precise Web pages (e.g. an article in the Wikipedia
collection) whose primary purpose is to serve as a unique and complete descrip-
tion of an entity [45]. Entities provide types of information [58] such as named
entity types (e.g. person, organization, product, location, nationality), nominal
entity types (e.g. GPE, substance, plant, animal, person), and numeric types (e.g.
date, time, money, quantity, ordinal and cardinal). They are scored and ranked
by their relevance to a given query. For example, a TREC query searching for
organization entity that has been started by person Michael Stonebraker looks
like the following:
<query>
<entity name>Michael Stonebraker</entity name>
<entity URL>
http://www.csail.mit.edu/people/Michael Stonebraker/
</entity URL>
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<target entity>organization</target entity>
<narrative>
Which database companies have been started by Mike Stonebraker?
</narrative>
</query>
The retrieved relevant entities are:
Vertica Systems
Streambase Systems
Relational Technology, Inc.
Depends on the type of searched entities, approaches for traditional document
retrieval can be tailored for the similar problem in entity ranking in literature.
The most active research field is searching for people with expertise that is
relevant to the topic of interest (expert finding). The latest approaches for this
task are given as follows:
• Expert finding on the Web can be treated as the task of document cluster-
ing with the assumption that similar documents tend to represent the same
person [4]. The traditional clustering algorithms and probabilistic latent se-
mantic analysis can be applied.
• The language modeling framework has been adapted for document-centric
(e.g. [5], [46], [14]) or profile-centric (e.g. [47], [5], [38]) models for expert find-
ing. The document-centric approach models an expert’s knowledge (expert
profile) from associated documents and ranked profiles using document re-
trieval techniques. The association between the document and the candidate
expert can be any textual evidence such as document containing the can-
didate’s name, emails sent and received by the candidate, the candidate’s
home page, Web pages visited by the candidate, doument written by the
candidate, etc.. The profile-centric locates documents on topic and finds the
associated expert. Empirically the document-centric approach is superior to
the profile-centric approach [5].
• The document-centric approach can also be implemented on the top of other
document retrieval models (e.g. BM25, PL2, DLH13). To boost the expert
ranking performance, an aggregated view of associated documents can be
used as votes for the candidate expert. Besides, document structures (e.g. ti-
tle, anchor text of incoming hyperlinks) can also bring improvement as they
do in the traditional document retrieval [32].
• Besides the direct association between relevant documents and candidate
experts, there are many indirect connections (e.g. directly and indirectly
linked documents or persons, the mailing list) which form a more compli-
cated social network. The link analysis approach uses such link structure to
propagate relevance information for ranking experts in a specified topic. For
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instance, experts can be found by computing their centrality in the organiza-
tional social network [22], [59], [10]. The most popular methods for web link
analysis (e.g. PageRank algorithm and HITS algorithm) are applicable for
finding an expert in the social network. In addition to the social network, an-
other connection [48] can be derived from the initial result of the traditional
document retrieval on a given topic. From the ranked documents, a second
set of contained candidate experts is extracted. Their containment relations
are represented in an expertise graph. Then the relevance probability can be
propagated from documents to the related candidates by multi-step random
walks on this graph for finding an expert.
• In addition to other focused retrieval techniques, natural language processing
(NLP) techniques can be exploited to recognize and classify named entities
within the text corpus [26].
A few work [17] extended expert search to other entity search (e.g. time
search). Besides, many entities of a fact type are searched by factoid and list
queries in the question answering task [55].
The entity-specific models (e.g. expert finding) are not directly applicable for
ad-hoc entity ranking because there will be too many models to be built for each
type. In this scenario, the work [58] proposed three approaches: 1) rank passages
based on their relevance to a query and then rank entities by the maximum score
of the passage in which the entity appears; 2) create a bipartite graph between
every passage and every entity and apply different graph centrality measures to
rank entities in the graph; 3) rank entities by computing their correlation to
the query on the Web using correlation measures (e.g. Jaccard-coefficient). In
another work [9], an information retrieval engine is built to rank any type of
entities by proximity features (e.g. aggregation function of the selectors, their
frequency in the corpus, and their distance from the candidate answer).
6 Open Problems
There are notable techniques having been proposed for different focused retrieval
tasks. They mainly depend on the traditional approaches for document retrieval
to estimate relevance. The retrieval cue is still dominated by the document text.
Attempts have been made to use other evidences such as the URL, manually
assigned metadata, and the document structure (e.g. XML documents) for doc-
ument retrieval but have not been enough yet for focused search. The retrieval
results for XML elements and entities are still far from desired. Apart from the
ranking models, the presentation of the retrieval results (interface) and user in-
teraction are not well studied. To have a full access to document fragments at
different level of granularity, the following questions need to be answered:
• How to express a user’s search request in a simple query language (e.g. nat-
ural language) so that both content and structure constraints are clear? As
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we know, ordinary users are not good at formulating their complex informa-
tion needs in keywords. It is even harder for them to specify their structure
constraints in a complicated query language.
• What is the proper granularity of document fragments (e.g. paragraph, sec-
tion) to answer a user’s request? If the retrieved information is too large, a
user still has to make effort to locate her interested piece. If it is too small,
some relevant information may be lost or a user can not judge its relevance
because of lack of information context.
• For XML retrieval, there are many indexing strategies with which different
ranking strategies are designed. The choice has to be made based on the
collection, the types of elements (i.e., the DTD) and their relationships.
It is interesting to investigate all indexing strategies within a uniform and
controllable environment to determine those leading to the best performance,
across or depending on the ranking strategies [27].
7 Conclusion
In this report, we review the state-of-the-art techniques for focused search.
They are presented and discussed according to the different requirements
from different retrieval tasks. We start from the biggest retrieval unit, topic-
specific document retrieval, then passage retrieval, XML element retrieval,
and end at the smallest retrieval unit, entity ranking. In order to pinpoint
the relevant document fragments, efforts have been made for both the docu-
ment representation (e.g. XML markups) and retrieval techniques. The need
for focused result is common for search in digital library but new for ordi-
nary users who search for specific information on the heterogeneous Web.
Though research on focused search is making progress, researchers need to
pay special attention on some fundamental problems while inventing more
effective retrieval models.
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